
Iwas introduced to Olexey’s work on www. jerzeedev-
il.com. I was immediately struck by the “look” of his

knives, a design somewhere between tactical, minimal-
ist, and flint knapped knives. This is particularly true on
his smaller knives. Olexey’s work is primarily designed
for use as an EDC (Everyday Carry) knife. He feels that
the knife you carry should be capable of almost any-
thing that you may require of it. Looking at Olexey’s
knives, you can see that they could be used for a mul-
titude of purposes, from hunter/skinner, food prep to
self-defense.

These design elements predominate in his
FOS (Fist of Steel) and HOS (Hand of Steel)
and their variants. My favorite so far is his
FOS XL with the re-curve blade. I love
recurve blades and prefer a little bit of
a larger one.

The knives have extremely well
thought out handle ergonomics.
You can have your choice of
smooth scales or his “grooved”
handle option. The grooved
option will provide you
with a better grip when
your hands are wet.
When I was a kid work-
ing with tools, he
would remind me
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MARTIN OLEXEY
LES PICKS

BY LES ROBERTSON

This Olexey knife is
called the Pig Sticker
(designed for a local hog
hunter). It is 1/4-inch
stock, 7 1/2-inch blade
and a little over 13-inch
OAL. Scales are black G-
10 with a thin OD Green
G-10 liner. Bruce Voyles
photo

Two Rising Knifemaking Stars
Whose Work You Will Want to Note
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“Without a doubt, the evolving
designs and constant improvement of
his current knives are what in part
draws me to his work.”

The FOS XL (Fistful of steel) is a smaller Olexey knife with a 3/16-
inch stock, 4-inch recurve blade, and 7.25-inch OAL. Scales are
OD Green G-10 with black G-10 liners. The hybrid Kydex/leather
sheath’s loop allows a low-profile carry. BRUCE VOYLES PHOTO

that, for best results, I should use the
right tool for the right job. That came to
mind while looking at the steel choices
that Olexey provides. He uses, or has
used: O1, A2, D2, 1095, 5160, CPM 154,
and Sandvik 19C27. His personal favorite
steel is A2. He favors the fantastic edge it
takes, the ease of re-sharpening and the
fact that it remains very tough even in
the thin sections.

His choice for his knife handles are of
the synthetic type, primarily G-10 or Mi-
carta. To date, my favorite handle set up
is Black G-10 liner with an OD Green
G-10 scale on top of the liner. Given
what Olexey expects of his knives, you
may expect him to put them through a
variety of tests, and you would be right.
His smaller knives, after sharpening are
tested for the ability to shave and push
cut paper. Then he proceeds to eviscer-
ate pieces of cardboard, moving to heavy scrap leather and
finally cutting rope or Para cord. After all, that he expects the
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Olexey calls this his HOS (Handful of Steel). It has a 3/16-inch stock, 4.5-inch recurve
blade, and is 9 1/2 inches overall. Scales are OD Green G-10 with black G-10 liners.
BRUCE VOYLES PHOTO

knife to still be able to shave hair.
Larger knives will be used to chop through a two-by-four or a

piece of hardwood like an old axe or hammer han-
dle, and tested for shaving ability. When Olexey
tries a new steel or blade shape he removes a knife
at random from a batch he is working on. In addi-
tion to all the other testing he will carry the knife
as his EDC for an extended period of time. Doing so
gives him a feel of how the knife will perform as an
EDC. All of his knives come with Kydex sheaths.
However he provides some very well thought out
leather extensions and keep straps that allow you
the ability to carry your knife in multiple positions.
His price range is from $250 to $350, and currently,
his delivery time is 9 to 12 months.

Without a doubt, the evolving designs and con-
stant improvement of his current knives are what in
part draws me to his work. Couple that with is val-
ue pricing and proven performance should encour-
age you to get on Olexey’s ever-growing list.

Having handled several of his models I under-
stand why there is such a demand for his work.

Oxley currently does not attend shows, so if you would like to
get on his mailing list, you can email him at: molex-
ey@suddenlink.net or give him a call at (979) 218-3175.


